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This is a popular phenomenon in HK

This is a trending phenomenon 
that’s sweeping across HK 

百搭詞語
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This is a trending phenomenon 
that’s sweeping across HK in a tide

in a flash / in a whirlwind

百搭比喻
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Lately, numerous local graduates are actively 

seeking employment in other Asian cities. 

This is a trending phenomenon that’s 

sweeping across HK in a tide and many are 

wondering if it is a good choice…

入題1 2
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X Different people have different 
opinions…

X Some people say it is good, however 
others say it is bad…

3 兩邊立場
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While some may prematurely jump to 
the conclusion that _________ is a good 
idea, I harbor no doubt that this is not a 

wise choice.

百搭公式

3 兩邊立場
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While some may prematurely jump to 
the conclusion that finding jobs in other 
Asian cities is a good idea, I harbor no 
doubt that this is not a wise choice.

百搭公式

3 兩邊立場
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The reasons behind will be fully 
dissected and scrutinized.

4 交代下文
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Lately, numerous local graduates are actively seeking 
employment in other Asian cities. This is a trending 
phenomenon that’s sweeping across HK in a tide and 
many are wondering if it is a good choice. While some 
may prematurely jump to the conclusion that finding 
jobs in other Asian cities is a good idea, I harbor no 
doubt that this is not a wise choice. The reasons 
behind will be fully dissected and analyzed.
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額外技巧



Popular = prevalent / prevailing / has an escalating 
popularity / is gaining traction

百搭 Vocab

1 HF Vocab

Popular 是一個每年 Writing + Speaking 必用的詞語，
立即學更高等的表達方法!



2 百搭比喻

比喻 能助你 Writing 立即更 Native + 生動，做到底子很好的效果!

1. As different as cheese and chalk (十分不同)
E.g. The DSE system and the Western exam systems are as different as cheese 
and chalk – that is why many parents are sending their children abroad. 
(DSE Past Paper)

2. As busy as a bee (十分忙；近年不少DSE題目可用)
E.g. Many students are as busy as a bee and do not have adequate time to 
relax. It is hoped that our Campus TV show can help them wind down. 
(DSE Past Paper)

3. As difficult as sailing against the current (十分難)
E.g. Asking locals to be more outgoing and sociable is as difficult as sailing 
against the current; it is no wonder that foreign candidates are winning by a 
huge margin. (DSE Past Paper)



Instead of only using social media to show-off fancy lifestyles, 
people are increasingly relying on social media platforms for 
public debates. This is a trending phenomenon that’s sweeping 
across the world in a whirlwind and some are starting to ask if 
this encourages or stifles public debates. While some may 
prematurely jump to the conclusion that such platforms 
encourage healthy debates, I harbor no doubt that this is not the 
case. The reasons behind will be fully dissected and analyzed.  

1 2 3 4

百搭技巧，每年都可使用! 
以下為 19 DSE 題目



奪星捷徑
不賣補習‧只賣保證
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